24/7 Access to all your applications,
in one place.
Focus on your core business and scale quickly as your brokerage adapts to market changes.
Cloud allows you to easily access all things infrastructure, application, and database related.
Go live faster with the highest standards of security and compliance while safely leveraging
a full suite of comprehensive managed solutions wherever and whenever you want.
Broker benefits
• Improved operational simplicity: Save money by
avoiding upfront and recurring infrastructure and
hardware maintenance, as well as lower cost of
ownership. Benefit from operational simplicity
through reduced back office IT efforts and expenses.
• Ability to adapt: Easily and quickly adjust your IT
Footprint as the needs of your business change.
There’s no need to scale up or down your IT
department or buy additional hardware. Instead,
quickly adapt to your ever changing and sometimes
unpredictable business needs with one phone call.
• Gain peace of mind: Architected with the highest
standards in security and compliancy, a
significant investment has been implemented to
ensure the brand new hardware infrastructure is
validated with various penetration tests and
engineered with multiple security layers. Sleep
easy knowing the Cloud environment is more
secure, performant and reliable than ever before.
• Improved storage and data: Benefit from a
database that is proactively maintained and
optimized. Data storage is enhanced due to
improved latency speed and follows Disaster
Recovery best practices.
• Enhanced productivity: Go live quicker with your
solutions and help drive ROI sooner. With 99.9% up
time, you can leverage the physical environment to
ensure reliable fault tolerant systems, timely

off-site backups, and disaster recovery planning.
Take advantage of doubled processing power and
significantly increased memory.
• Expert knowledge: Seek out deep knowledge of
the applications with a comprehensive suite of
end-to-end managed services, from infrastructure
and database to application and user setup, so you
can service clients more efficiently.

“The change since onboarding Vertafore
Canada’s Cloud is nothing short of
amazing. Compared to our old server, the
increase in speed is night and day. Another
benefit is having the ability to use Chrome
or Firefox to launch the server rather than
being stuck with Internet Explorer. The look
of the store front is cleaner and more apps
are available. We at SurNet couldn’t be any
happier with this platform.”
Jason Chambers,
SurNet Insurance Group Inc.

Contact us

or call 1.800.268.5325
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